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Abstract

In this paper, a new approach to equivalence-pre
serving compilation, called tractable covers, is intro
Tractable covers are introduced as a new ap
duced. In short, a tractable cover of E is a finite set
proach to equivalence-preserving compilation of
T of tractable formulas Φ (disjunctively considered) s.t.
propositional knowledge bases. First, a gen
E = T. TVactable covers of E are equivalence-preserving
eral framework is presented. Then, two specific
compilations of E: a clause c is a logical consequence of
cases are considered. In the first one, partial
E iff for every Φ in T, c is a logical consequence of Φ.
interpretations are used to shape the knowl
Since Φ is tractable, each elementary test Φ [= c can be
edge base into tractable formulas from several
computed in time polynomial in |Φ| + \c\. The point
possible classes. In the second case, they are
is to find out tractable Φs that concisely represent (i.e.
used to derive renamable Horn formulas. This
cover) the largest sets of models of E, so that \T\ remains
last case is proved less space-consuming than
limited. To some extent, the present work could then be
prime implicants cover compilations for every
related to other model-based approaches to knowledge
knowledge base. Finally, experimental results
representation and reasoning, like [Khardon and Roth,
show that the new approaches can prove effi
1996].
cient w.r.t. direct query answering and offer
First, a general framework is presented, which can take
significant time and space savings w.r.t. prime
advantage of most tractable classes, simultaneously. In
implicants covers.
many respects, it generalizes the prime implicants cover
technique recently used for compilation purpose [Schrag,
1996]. Then, the focus is laid on tractable covers that
I Introduction
can
be computed and intensionally represented thanks to
Different approaches have been proposed to circumvent
(partial)
interpretations. Two specific cases are consid
the intractability of propositional deduction. Some of
ered.
In
the first one, partial interpretations are used
them restrict the expressive power of the representa
to
shape
the KB into formulas from several possible
tion language to tractable classes, like the Horn, re
classes.
In
the second one, they are used to derive renam
verse Horn, binary, monotone, renamable Horn, q-Horn,
able
Horn
formulas. The last one is proved less spacenested clauses formulas [Dowling and Gallier, 1984;
consuming
than prime implicants covers [Schrag, 1996]
Lewis, 1978; Boros et a/., 1994; Knuth, 1990]. Unfortu
for
every
KB.
Since tractable covers of E are equivalencenately, such classes are not expressive enough for many
preserving
compilations,
their size may remain exponen
applications. Contrastingly, compilation approaches ap
tial
in
|E|
unless
NP
C
P/poly [Selman and Kautz,
ply to full propositional-logic knowledge bases (KBs for
1994],
which
is
very
unlikely.
However, experimental re
short). Thanks to an off-line pre-processing step, a
sults
show
that
the
new
approaches
can prove efficient
KB I! is compiled into a formula Σ so that on-line
w.r.t.
direct
query
answering
and
offer
significant time
query answering can be performed tractably from Σ*.
and
space
savings
w.r.t.
prime
implicants
covers.
Many approaches to compilation have been proposed
so far, mainly [Reiter and De Kleer, 1987; Selman and
2 Formal Preliminaries
Kautz, 1991; 1994; del Val, 1994; Dechter and Rish, 1994;
Marquis, 1995; del Val, 1995; 1996; Marquis and SaA literal is a propositional variable or a negated one. A
daoui, 1996; Schrag, 1996].
clause (resp. a term) is a finite set of literals, represent
ing their disjunction (resp. conjunction). A Horn (resp.
*This work has been supported in part by the Ganymede
reverse Horn) clause contains at most one literal that is
II project of the Contrat Etat/Region Nord-Pas-de-Calais.
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prime implicants one.
In this paper, we focus on tractable covers that can be
intensionally represented, using (partial) interpretations.
The corresponding explicit covers can be generated online from the intensional ones in polynomial time.

3
T r a c t a b l e Cover C o m p i l a t i o n s
3.1 The General Framework
First, let us make precise what classes of tractable formulas will be considered:

Since classes of tractable formulas are not finite sets in the general case, they are intensionally
represented by ordered pairs of decision procedures
(TRACTABLE?,
QUERY?).
Interestingly, the great majority of classes of formulas tractable for SAT (the well-known propositional satisfiability decision problem) are also tractable for cover
compilations. Especially, this is the case for the Horn, reverse Horn, binary, renamable Horn, q-Horn and nested
clauses classes.
We are now ready to define the notion of a tractable
cover of a propositional KB.

In the following, we will assume that Cs contains at
least the class {t s.t. t is a term}. This ensures that there

Clearly enough, carver-based cover compilations are
equivalence-preserving compilations:

Interestingly, carver-based cover compilations can lead
to exponential space savings w.r.t. prime implicants
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4

Computing Compilations

(Partial) interpretations giving rise to intensionallyrepresented tractable covers are computed using systematic search, thanks to a Davis/Putnam-like procedure
DPTC. This procedure is closely related to Schrag's DPPI
algorithm [Schrag, 1996]. Cs is empty for the hyperimplicant case.
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terpretation nev.p is elected, it can be immediately removed if new-p entails one of the current carvers.
Clearly enough, both the literal ordering and the
recognition procedure ordering used in DERIVEc can
greatly influence the cover generated in this way.
The CHOOSE_BEST_LATERAL branching rule and UNIT-PROPAGATE procedures are standard Davis/Putnan
features. In our experiments, the branching rule by [Du
bois et a/., 1996] is used. The main role of DP* is t<
find implicants of E in the whole search tree. PRUNIN
and PROCESS-IMPLICANT depend on the considered ap
proach. From the found implicants, (partial) interpre
tations (carvers and implicit representations of hyper
implicants) are derived thanks to PROCESS-IMPLICANT
they are collected into the global variable PC.

5

E x p e r i m e n t a l Results

In contrast to SAT, only few benchmarks for knowledge compilation can be found in the literature (with
the well-developed experimental framework of [Schrag,
1996] as an exception). Actually, no comprehensive analysis of what should be the nature of meaningful benchmarks for evaluating compilation approaches has ever
been conducted. Clearly, benchmarks must be hard for
query answering since the goal of knowledge compilation
is to overcome its intractability. However, in contrast to
[Schrag, 1996], we do not focus on hard SAT instances,
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only. Hard SAT instances (with respect to current algorithms) should be considered hard for query answering
since at least one query (namely, the empty clause) is
difficult. However, easy SAT instances can exhibit hard
queries that differ from the empty clause.
Accordingly, we tested the tractable covers and the
prime implicants approaches w.r.t. many KBs, including
"standard" structured problems, taken from [Forbus and
De Kleer, 1993], and random k-SAT problems [Dubois
et a/., 1996], varying the #cla(u8e)/#var(iable) ratio
from the easy to the hard regions. Each KB E has been
compiled using the 3 techniques. Then, 500 queries have
been considered. In order to check the usefulness of the
compilation process, we also answered these queries from
E, using a direct, uncompiled, Davis/Putnam-based approach [Dubois et aL., 1996]. For each problem E and
each compilation technique, the ratios a = Qc/Qu and
0 = C/(Qu - Qc) have been computed. Qc (resp. Qu)
is the time needed by the compiled (resp. uncompiled)
approach to answer all the queries, and C is the compilation time, a (resp. /?) tells us how much query time
improvement we get from compilation (resp. how many
queries are required to amortize the cost of compilation).
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Table 1 reports some results of our extensive experiments. For each problem [Forbus and De Kleer, 1993], it
lists results for the prime implicants, carvers, and hyperimplicants covers, successively. Especially, it gives the
ratios a and /? and the size (in literals) of the corresponding cover. The size of any tractable cover compilation is the size of E plus the size of the set of (partial)
interpretations used as an implicit representation. For
the carver-based approach, only the Horn, reverse Horn
and binary classes have been considered. For the hyperimplicant approach, simplification of the cover (i.e. lines
2 to 4 of the PROCESS-IMPLICANTH procedure) has not
been implemented.
Results obtained on 50 variables random 3-SAT problems, where the ratio #cla/#var varies from 3.2 to 4.4,
are reported on the two next figures. 50 problems have

been considered per point and the corresponding scores
averaged. Figure 1 (resp. Figure 2) gives aggregate val
ues of ratios α (resp. sizes in literals) obtained for each
compilation technique,α = 1 separates the region for
which compilation is useful from the region for which it
is not.
At the light of our experiments, tractable covers prove
better than prime implicants covers, both for structured
and random k-SAT problems. Significant time savings
w.r.t. query answering and significant space savings
are obtained. Especially, tractable covers prove useful
for many KBs for which prime implicants covers are
too large to offer improvements w.r.t. query answer
ing. More, the tractable cover approach allows the com
pilation of KBs which have so huge prime implicants
covers V that V cannot be computed and stored. This
coheres with the theoretical results reported in [Boufkhad and Dubois, 1996], showing that the average num
ber of prime implicants of k-SAT formulas is exponential
in their number of variables.
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